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“We are just people who want to see “We are just people who want to see 
amazing places, feel safe,and we want amazing places, feel safe,and we want 

to make some new friends.”to make some new friends.”  

Frontier Travel Camp was established in 1998 as a summer camp 
alternative for individuals with special needs. We believe group travel 
is an ideal way to experience independence, improve social skills, and 
to increase self-esteem in a secure and exciting environment. 

Frontier travelers are high-functioning individuals 16 years old and 
above. They have varying disabilities, developmental disabilities, 
and/or other challenges requiring more supervision and guidance 
than the mainstream camper. They have a range of diagnoses from 
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) to high functioning spectrum 
disorders like Autism and Asperger’s Syndrome.  Some have mild 
developmental disabilities or are just very socially uncomfortable. 
Whatever their diagnosis, they all have the basic desire to experience 
some excitement in life, to make new friends, and to see the world.

Over the years, we have rafted some of the best rivers in the west, 
hiked some of the most scenic mountain ranges, and explored the 
world’s most interesting cities and national parks. Frontier Travel 
Camp will continue to provide these enriching tours well into the 
future. These incomparable experiences endow our travelers with 
more than just priceless memories. They return home empowered by 
their newfound independence, confident in their ability to make new 
friends, and proud of their efforts to challenge themselves and try 
new things. 

This all contributes to making Frontier Travel Camp truly special.  
With a bond shared by all the staff, campers, and their families, our 
travel camp is an ever-growing family. Travelers feel respected and 

cared-for as they form friendships that they can maintain throughout 
their lives.  Many have come to us without a single friend at home.  
Now, they have their buddies with whom they can travel the world 
with. 

Frontier Travel Camp continues its commitment to its clients with 
special needs by constantly presenting ever changing stimuli, while 
promoting independence, individuality and socialization. We 
strive to instill positive core values in all of our travelers and staff 
in an effort of making our individuals and overall program the best 
it can be.

Frontier facilitates the warm and trusting environment our travelers 
need in order to thrive. Frontier travelers take home more than just 
another great travel experience. They learn a unique perspective 
that allows them to better interact with their peers. While traveling, 
members are “in it together” as they explore and learn about their 
surroundings. This enables them to feel part of something much 
greater than themselves: a feeling of camaraderie.

Along the way, Frontier travelers have the opportunity to work 
on specific skills needed for living independently. Travelers are 
required to participate in life skills such as laundry, packing, and 
maintaining a clean living space while in their hotel rooms. We 
feel it is most effective for travelers to teach one another the skills 
that they utilize the most. We find that learning from peers is even 
more impactful than learning from staff. With encouragement and 
support, the sky is the limit to each traveler’s full potential.

WHO WE ARE

Lisbon, 2023



OUR MISSION
Frontier Travel Camp’s mission is to further the progress 
of appropriate development and aid in improving self-
esteem, socialization, and independence through safe and 
exciting travel experiences.  We believe that everyone, no 
matter your difficulties, should have the chance to make 
friends, see the world, and to live life.

Frontier takes the time to learn about every individual’s 
social difficulties, then works with the traveler to begin 
the process of finding goals to grow and develop. Staff 
are constantly keeping a watchful eye on our travelers’ 
interactions and feel it is imperative to communicate 
positives and negatives within these interactions, to help 
our travelers improve and grow.

Another primary goal is the improvement of our travelers’ 
ability to take care of personal needs “independent of 
assistance.” It is paramount that our travelers be treated 
equally and as adults. Therefore, assistance is tailored 
toward teaching and learning instead of pampering. 

HEALTH & SAFETY
Frontier’s number one priority is the health and safety of its 
travelers and staff. Therefore, we take multiple precautions 
to ensure that our tours are safe. We hire private coaches 
and experienced, insured drivers. We also reserve 
accommodations that are chosen based upon proximity to 
hospitals. We take a pace that is relaxing for our travelers, 
and we maintain an overly adequate staff throughout the 
summer. A registered nurse is also with us throughout the 
summer to take care of our basic medical needs. All of our 
staff are certified in CPR and First Aid. Staff will not make 
major medical decisions without the advice of a doctor and/
or parental involvement.

Finally, Frontier makes every effort to ensure that our new 
applicants are appropriate for our tight-knit program. We 
steer away from severe psychiatric histories/diagnoses with 
any form of violent/sexual tendency. At the same time, we 
understand that many special needs individuals have had 
various difficulties in the past that they have overcome. We 
do our best to accept only the most appropriate travelers.

CORE VALUES
After many years of successful travel with our special needs populations, 
we think it crucial to share with everyone the basic values that we’ve 
found to be the most important in our daily lives while at camp and at 
home. We are committed to adhering to these core values:
1. Respect. Whether related to our special needs populations, or in our 
own individual lives, we have a responsibility to treat one another and 
ourselves with a high level of respect. We all have our own definitions 
of what respect means and many of us are able to express those 
feelings. For some of our clientele, this verbal expression and forthright 
understanding of this value is difficult to express. Therefore, we believe 
that we must set forth true and consistent example of respect every 
minute of every day. We believe that this positive modeling is the most 
effective means of teaching this core value.
2. Individualism. We believe in celebrating the traits that make us 
unique.  One of our goals is to identify what makes you YOU and let 
everyone know how great you are for it. We guarantee that we’ll treat 
everyone with the respect needed so that they feel comfortable enough 
to celebrate their own individuality and to be proud of who they are.
3. Empowerment. We believe that the most effective and powerful 
tool we can provide our travelers is a sense of empowerment. We want 
everyone to feel that they matter and that they can make decisions for 
themselves and participate in all processes related to them. This sense 
of empowerment is invaluable when moving through the life-cycle and 
as independence requirements grow.
4. Communication. It is imperative that all of us realize the importance 
of communication. We must be able to express our feelings, be heard, and 
have the ability to listen to others. For us, it is impossible to effectively 
succeed with all of the core values listed here without the ability and 
desire to communicate effectively. We facilitate communication during 
all facets of our trips and encourage the verbal expression of both positive 
and negative feelings in all situations. We want everyone to know deep 
down that they matter, and that they are respected individuals who are 
independent and able to succeed in every situation.
5. Healthy Living. Frontier Travel Camp is always looking to improve 
the health of its travelers. We provide healthy meal choices and are 
constantly discussing with our group the importance of being active, 
eating well, and making the right choices. We’re very committed to 
setting a positive example and showing that regular physical activity and 
a healthy diet can lay the foundation for a happier, more productive, and 
overall improved existence. 



Day 1  Fly to Edmonton, Alberta
Day 2  Tour the city including the Edmon-
ton River Valley, the West Edmonton Mall
Day 3  Jasper National Park
Day 4  Columbia Icefields Tour
Day 5  Travel to Banff with mountain stops 
along the way
Day 6  Morraine Lake
Day 7  Lake Louise
Day 8  Banff National Park, Hot Springs

Day 9  Travel to Kamloops, BC
Day 10  Travel to Vancouver, BC
Day 11  Capilano Park
Day 12   Whistler Resort                            
Day 13  Stanley Park, Granville Island
Day 14   2-weekers return home from Van-
couver.  Full summer travelers continue on 
to Seattle, Washington for the second half 
of their summer adventure.

Tour Itinerary ENROLLMENT DEADLINE:  March 1st, 2024.  MUST HAVE A MINIMUM OF 16 TRAVELERS

 In 2024, Frontier Travel Camp will return to one of our 
favorite destinations on any continent, the beautiful mountains 
of Alberta, Canada. On July 23rd, 2024, Frontier will fly to Ed-
monton, Alberta, to start our journey.  Edmonton itself is a gem 
of a city in the summertime.  Even though our time here will be 
short you will be surprised by how much you love this city.
 Then, we are off to the mountains for the next week.  No 
better place that the Columbia Icefields to get our feet wet in 
the snow of the Athabasca Glacier.  We’ll ride on a big wheeled 
glacier climbing bus for a tour of this magnificent location.  And 
we’ll spend the rest of our day in beautiful Jasper.
 We will then head south to Banff National Park.  Banff is 
home to Morraine Lake (pictured above) and famous Lake Lou-
ise.  As some of the most picturesque lakes we’ve ever traveled to, 
you can’t even think of missing this opportunity.  We’ll be able to 
take leisurely walks around the lakes.  Some may even take the 

option of a canoe ride, but only if you stay seated.  The water is 
just a wee bit cold.  The town of Banff is also a wonderful place to 
hang our hats while we enjoy the great outdoors.  We may even 
take a soak in one of the natural hot springs that this town is also 
famous for.
 Finally, we will travel to Vancouver, British Columbia.  
Vancouver is one of the most beautiful cities in North America 
as it sits at the base of the North Shore Mountains and the shores 
of the English Bay.   With many tourist spots like Stanley Park, 
Granville Island, Gastown, the UBC peninsula, and Capilano 
Park, we will have the best time in this northwestern city.
 For those of you who will only join us for this summer 
tour, you’ll fly home on July 6th.  For the rest who will join us for 
the second half of the summer, we will head to Seattle, Washing-
ton, for some northwest fun and an Alaskan cruise.

*Itinerary and/or hotels may change prior to or during tour.

Columbia Icefields, Alberta Lake Louise, Alberta Granville Island, Vancouver

Morraine Lake, Alberta

$12,450
Tour includes:  Coach airline ticket, hotel based on double occupancy, 3 meals per day, and all entertainment costs.  

Flight upgrades and Single Supplements are avalable.



Day 1  Arrive in Seattle
Day 2  Pike Place Market, Space Needle
Day 3  Boeing Tour Everett
Day 4  Mt. Rainier
Day 5  Washington Coast, LaPush
Day 6  Hoh Rainforest
Day 7  Return to Seattle
Day 8  Embark on cruise to Alaska
Day 9  Day At Sea

Day 10  Ketchikan
Day 11  Juneau
Day 12  Skagway
Day 13   Glacier Bay
Day 14  Victoria, BC
Day 15 Fly home from Seattle

Tour Itinerary ENROLLMENT DEADLINE :  March 1st, 2024 - MUST HAVE A MINIMUM OF 16 TRAVELERS .

 We’ll spend a week touring Washington State which 
includes Seattle and the famous Pike’s Place Market, the Space 
Needle, The Boeing factory tour, Mt. Rainier, and the beauti-
ful landscapes of the Olympic Peninsula.  Embarking on NCL’s 
Encore cruise to Juneau, Ketchikan, Glacier Bay, Skagway, and 
Victoria promises an exhilarating odyssey through Alaska’s 
untamed wilderness and the charming beauty of Victoria, British 
Columbia.
 In Juneau, the capital of Alaska, a world of natural won-
ders unfolds. Immerse yourself in the grandeur of Mendenhall 
Glacier, where hiking trails lead to breathtaking viewpoints and 
the Visitor Center offers captivating insights into glacial phe-
nomena.  Ketchikan welcomes you with its rich Native Ameri-
can heritage and lush rainforests. Discover the Totem Heritage 
Center, a treasure trove of indigenous artistry, or embark on a 
kayaking adventure along the coastline, where bald eagles and 

seals are frequent companions.  Glacier Bay National Park mes-
merizes with its towering glaciers and icy fjords. The Symphony 
of the Seas offers unrivaled vantage points from which to witness 
the dramatic calving of glaciers, a spectacle that underscores the 
power of nature. In Skagway, step back in time to the Gold Rush 
era and explore the charming town’s historic district.
 As the cruise ventures southward, a visit to Victoria, 
Canada, offers a serene contrast. The Butchart Gardens enchant 
with their vibrant blooms and whimsical designs. 
 On board the Encore, the adventure never ceases. In-
dulge in a myriad of activities, from exhilarating water slides and 
go-carts, to Broadway-style shows and immersive virtual reality 
experiences. Culinary delights from around the world await at a 
diverse array of restaurants, ensuring every palate is tantalized.  
You don’t want to miss one of the best cruise destinations in the 
world.

*Itinerary and/or hotels may changes prior to or during tour.

NCL Encore Ketchikan, Alaska Washington Coast

Mendenhall Glacier, Alaska

$12,950
Tour includes:  Coach airline ticket, hotel based on double occupancy, 3 meals per day, and all entertainment costs.  

Flight upgrades and Single Supplements are avalable.



Day 1   Embark from Ft. Lauderdale at 
4:30pm
Day 2  Day at Sea - Pool time, water slides, 
shows, and more
Day 3  Day at Sea - Pool time, zip-lining, 
bumper cars, water slides
Day 4  Oranjestad, Aruba
Day 5  Willemstad, Curacao
Day 6  Day at Sea

Day 7  Labadee, Haiti
Day 8  Day at Sea
Day 9  Disembark at 8:00am in Ft. Lauder-
dale and fly home from FLL International 
Airport

Tour Itinerary DEADLINE:  October 1st, 2023.  MUST HAVE A MINIMUM OF 16 TRAVELERS. 

 Embarking on Royal Caribbean’s Symphony of the Seas 
cruise from Ft. Lauderdale to Aruba and Curaçao promises a 
vibrant Caribbean escape filled with sun-soaked beaches, capti-
vating cultures, and tropical adventures.
 In Aruba, picture-perfect shores beckon with their pow-
dery sands and crystal-clear waters. Eagle Beach, often ranked 
among the world’s best beaches, offers a haven for relaxation and 
water sports. Explore the natural wonders of Arikok National 
Park, where dramatic landscapes of cacti-dotted deserts and 
hidden coves await.
 Curaçao’s colorful capital, Willemstad, boasts an archi-
tectural tapestry influenced by Dutch colonial heritage. Stroll 
across the iconic Queen Emma Bridge, a floating pontoon bridge 
that connects the city’s two halves. The historic Rif Fort serves as 
a gateway to shopping, dining, and local artistry.
 Back onboard, the Symphony of the Seas elevates your 

cruise experience. Unwind at the poolside with refreshing drinks 
or indulge in exhilarating activities like zip-lining, rock climbing, 
and Broadway-style shows. Culinary exploration awaits at an ar-
ray of international dining venues, ensuring a delectable journey 
for your taste buds.
 As the ship continues its voyage, the allure of Aruba and 
Curaçao remain etched in your memory. The Symphony of the 
Seas cruise offers an unforgettable blend of relaxation, adventure, 
and cultural immersion, making your Caribbean getaway an 
extraordinary chapter in your travel story.
 The best part is that we’ll be able to share these experi-
ences with each other on this annual getaway.  We’ll enjoy great 
meals together, watch dazzling Broadway style shows, and end 
the night dancing the night away at one of the discos.  Cruising 
is one of our favorite experiences with Frontier Travel Camp, and 
this one will be fantastic.

*Itinerary and/or hotels may change prior to or during tour.

CuracaoLabadee, HaitiNassau, Bahamas

$4,950
Tour includes:  Coach airline ticket, hotel based on double occupancy, 3 meals per day, and all entertainment costs.  

Flight upgrades and Single Supplements are avalable.



Day 1  Fly from New York’s JFK airport to 
Dubai on Emirate’s Airways.
Day 2  Arrive, have dinner and get a good 
night’s sleep.
Day 3  Go to top of Burj Khalifa, see the 
aquarium at Dubai Mall, explore the old 
city of Dubai.
Day 4  Palm Jumeira, visit a desert oasis 
and have a “Iftar” dinner under the stars.
Day 5  Dubai frame, Jumeirah Beach, see 

Burj al Arab, Dubai Marina.
Day 6  Travel to Abu Dhabi.  Sheikh Zayed 
Grand Mosque, the Emirates Palace
Day 7  Yas Island, Ferrari World, the Louvre 
Museum
Day 8  Saadiyat Island, Heritage Village
Day 9  Spend our last day at Atlantis Re-
sort, Helicopter tour of Dubai (add. cost).
Day 10  Fly home from Dubai to JFK

Tour Itinerary DEADLINE:  December 31st, 2023.  MUST HAVE A MINIMUM OF 10 TRAVELERS. 

 One of Frontier’s bucket list trips has always been the 
United Arab Emirates.  Embarking on a captivating journey to 
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) unveils a realm where moder-
nity and tradition coexist in seamless harmony. This dazzling 
desert oasis, composed of seven emirates, promises an unforget-
table tour that blends opulence, culture, and natural wonders.
 Begin your expedition in Dubai, a global icon of futur-
istic architecture and luxury. The world’s tallest skyscraper, the 
Burj Khalifa, majestically pierces the sky, offering awe-inspiring 
views from its observation decks. Stroll through the Dubai Mall, 
a shopaholic’s paradise featuring an indoor ice rink and an im-
pressive aquarium. For a touch of tradition, the historic Al Fahidi 
neighborhood welcomes you with its wind-tower architecture 
and labyrinthine lanes.
 The neighboring emirate, Abu Dhabi, beckons with its 
cultural gems. The Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque astounds with 

its opulent design and intricate details, epitomizing Islamic art-
istry. Saadiyat Island hosts the Louvre Abu Dhabi, a masterpiece 
of cultural exchange showcasing global artworks. Motorsport 
enthusiasts can rev up at Yas Marina Circuit, home to the Formu-
la 1 Abu Dhabi Grand Prix and the Ferrari Amusement Park.
 For a taste of adventure, venture into the vast sand 
dunes of the UAE’s deserts. An exhilarating desert safari unveils 
the golden landscapes, where you can partake in dune bashing, 
sandboarding, and even camel riding. As night falls, indulge in a 
Bedouin-style camp experience, complete with cultural perfor-
mances and a starlit feast.
 The United Arab Emirates, with its blend of modern in-
dulgence and timeless charm, promises an expedition that reso-
nates in memory. From the futuristic skylines to the rich cultural 
tapestry, this tour offers a glimpse into a nation that harmonious-
ly weaves tradition into the fabric of progress.

*Itinerary and/or hotels may change prior to or during tour.

$11,950

The Louvre, Abu DhabiBurj Khalifa, DubaiSheikh Zayed Mosque, Abu Dhabi

Tour includes:  Coach airline ticket, hotel based on double occupancy, 3 meals per day, and all entertainment costs.  
Flight upgrades and Single Supplements are avalable.
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SCOTT FINEMAN, MSW
Director/Owner

Scott has led tours for adults with special needs for 31 years. Scott opened Frontier Travel Camp in 
1998, advancing his commitment by providing for a trusting and safe travel environment year after 
year. Scott completed his Master’s Degree in Clinical Social Work at Fordham University in 1997 
and has worked primarily with special needs populations ever since.

STAFF
Our Staff ratio is 4:1 (one staff member for every 4 travelers).  All of our 
staff are chosen using strict criteria, including level of education and 
experience related to the populations served. Our special educators, 
social workers, and nurses assist travelers with communicating 
needs and feelings, handling money, and dispensing medications 
(many travelers handle their own medication and money). Staff also 
facilitate socialization and independence by providing for a nurturing 
environment and being acutely aware of each individual’s target needs in 
these areas. Frontier staff provide a supportive and safe environment 
empowering travelers to communicate with each other and to make 
more positive decisions on a daily basis without the fear of ridicule. The 
Frontier Travel Camp family encourages verbalization of feelings to be 
sure that everyone is content and satisfied. Often assisting with group 
decisions while on the road, travelers realize that their opinions count.

We feel that all staff should be people that our clientele can look up 
to as positive role models. Furthermore, we hope that our travelers 
will always feel that they can communicate their feelings and learn 
positive lessons from people outside of their home environment. We 
know that as surrogate parents, Frontier Staff can provide the same 
level of comfort and support to our clientele while on tour as they 
receive at home. We are miles ahead of the competition in providing 
an enriching and successful experience for everyone involved. 
In our first 23 years, Frontier has proven to itself and to its loyal 
participants that with good staff , great supervision, and a nurturing 
familial attitude we can consistently provide for a low stress, highly 
comfortable, and extremely fun and safe travel experience.

OUR MEALS
Frontier travelers are provided three meals per day. It 
is important to note that Frontier Travel Camp is strict 
about soda intake during mealtime. We have learned from 
years of experience that controlling hydration as much as 
possible throughout the day has a tremendous effect on our 
travelers’ overall health. As a result, during most meals, 
soda will not be served. We also find it important to limit 
the intake of sugars. Of course, our travelers are adults and 
are on vacation, so we do allow desserts and other sweets, 
but we feel it is our responsibility to control the intake of 
“junk food” as much as possible.

Here’s a typical day’s meals:

Breakfast: Breakfast is always served in the accommodation 
in which we are staying with few exceptions.  

Lunch: Sandwiches, fruit, and other lunch options are 
purchased daily on tour limiting the requirement to directly 
handle perishables.  Occasionally, we will make a picnic 
lunch, will shop for the day, and dispose of all unpackaged 
food directly after our meal.

Dinner: Served in restaurants either in our accommodation 
or in the city or town we are visiting. Travelers are offered 
healthy choices from menus and encouraged to limit fried 
foods and sodas. Desserts are not served daily to control 
the amount of sugar and fat intake on our lengthy tours.

“We are miles ahead of the competition in 
providing an enriching and 

multi-cultural travel experience...”



All tour members are required to submit an application (new 
travelers) and a full medical report prior to departure. Frontier 
always does its research to be sure that travelers are appropriate 
for the program and that Frontier Travel Camp is the right program 
for the potential traveler. Our dedicated staff are available to make 
sure that this process is quick and easy.

Our Deadlines: The deadline for all applications for the 2023 
summer is March 6th, 2024. Final payment is due no later than 
April 1st, 2023.  

capacity: Our capacity for all tours is 45 travelers at one time.

Traveler’s Insurance: Travel insurance is recommended 
for all travelers.  A policy with a medical benefit and Med-Vac is 
always recommended with “for any reason” cancellation. 

FACTS AND FIGURES

1145 99th Street n  Bay Harbor Islands, FL 33154  n  866.750.CAMP  n  www.FrontierTravelCamp.com

Step 1: Contact Scott Fineman at 305-793-9095, 866-750-CAMP 
(2267).

Step 2: Tell us about your potential traveler.

Step 3: All new prospects must complete the Frontier Travel 
Camp Application. You can complete our application entirely on-
line by typing into your web browser: www.frontiertravelcamp.
com/travelerapplication.php. This is an interactive form which you 
will be able to type into and submit directly from the site. Or, you 
can request an application by telephone 866-750-CAMP Toll Free, 
or email your request to: info@frontiertravelcamp.com.

Step 4: Submit an online application or mail your application to: 
Frontier Travel Camp, Inc. - 1145 99th Street, Bay Harbor Islands, 
FL 33154.

Step 5: Frontier Staff will review the application and contact the 
family, usually within two days. Frontier may request additional 
information in an effort to learn more about the applicant. We will 
contact school and/or work staff , medical, or other professionals to 
fully get to know our applicants’ needs prior to acceptance.

Step 6: Once your traveler has been accepted, all applicants must 
complete an Enrollment Agreement (included with this brochure, 
or download-able at www.frontiertravelcamp.com/agreement.pdf) 
and mail it with your first deposit by our deadlines as outlined 
above. Deposit and payment information is outlined within the 
2022 Enrollment Agreement.

Step 7: Medical History: All travelers are required to complete 
a detailed Medical History using Campdoc.com prior to tour 
departure. We want to be sure that in the unlikely event one requires 
medical attention that we have all pertinent information required 
to ensure that the your traveler is treated with the best care possible.

ENROLLMENT PROCESS

Algarve, Portugal 2023



Please mail or fax this Agreement to: 
Frontier Travel Camp, Inc. 

1145 99th Street, Bay Harbor Islands, FL 33154
Phone: 866.750.CAMP (2267)
FL Seller of Travel ST38752

 I,     , hereby enroll as a member of Frontier Travel Camp, Inc. By completing this form you have agreed to have a great trip 
with Frontier Travel Camp. The enrollment deadline and final payment for the “Mid-Winter Cruise” is October 1st, 2023.  Dubai & Abu Dhabi tour deadline is 
December 31s, 2023.  All other tours Deadline is March 15th, 2024.  No credits will be given within 30 days of departure or to those who must withdraw while on 
tour for any reason (i.e. medical, family, political, personal, etc) except for last minute postponement of the complete tour at the discretion of Frontier Travel Camp.  
Anyone who tests positive for COVID-19 within 72 hours of tour departure must withdraw from the tour at their own expense.  Traveler’s Insurance for “cancel 
for any reason” coverage including medical is always recommended.

I,     , acknowledge that Frontier Travel Camp, Inc. and/or its employees, has acted on behalf of the undersigned in 
making arrangements for applicant’s participation in its program for transportation in connection therein.

Traveler’s Signature                        Date    Parent’s Signature                          Date

2024  TOURS

Total Due:   

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Address 2:
City:    State:  Zip:
Mother’s Name:
Father’s Name:
Alternate Address:
City:    State:  Zip:

Date of Birth:  –  –
Home Telephone: (      )
Work Telephone: (      )
Traveler’s Cell: (      )
Mother’s Cell: (      )
Father’s Cell: (      )
Other: (      )
T-Shirt Size:

Traveler Name:
Address 1:

AGREEMENT STATEMENT

 8-Nights:  Mid-Winter Cruise - Royal Caribbean’s Symphony of the Seas (January 13-21, 2024)  $4,950 
   
       Single Supplement available ADD $1,500 inside Cabin, ADD $2,500 for Balcony Cabin.        

            Early Enrollment Discount - Subtract 10% from Subtotal IF PAID IN FULL by September 15th, 2023:   

  Add Single Supplement(s):   

 9-Nights:  Dubai & Abu Dhabi (March 29 - April 7, 2024)       $11,950 
   
       Single Supplement available ADD $2,500          

 13-Nights:  Canadian Rockies + Vancouver (June 23 - July 6, 2024)     $12,450 
   
       Single Supplement available ADD $2,500          

 14-Nights:  Washington State + Alaska Cruise on NCL Encore (July 7 - 21, 2024)    $12,950 
   
       Single Supplement available ADD $2,500 inside Cabin, ADD $4,500 for Balcony Cabin.        

Subtotal:


